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Aviation perspectives
Special report series:
Cybersecurity and the airline industry

Part 4 of 4: Reaction

In Part 4 of our Aviation perspectives
series on cybersecurity in the airline
industry, we discuss the ways airlines
can respond effectively to a
cyberattack. With so much at stake,
and with the increasing onslaught of
cyber incidents, airlines are
recognizing the need to invest in
capabilities that minimize impact to
their customers, brand reputation,
finances, and operations.
Reaction to a cyber threat follows
prevention and detection as part of a
coherent and comprehensive
cybersecurity strategy. Since no
organization can prevent all
cyberattacks, it’s critical to create an
incident response capability that
minimizes damage and reduces the
risk of further attacks.
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Airline vulnerability
• In June 2015, a Polish aircraft with hundreds of
passengers aboard was grounded at the Warsaw
airport for about five hours. Airline officials believe
it was likely caused by a Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attack. In this kind of attack, an
organization’s system becomes overloaded by a
flood of communication requests, so that it can no
longer carry out normal functions.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-poland-lotcybercrime-idUSKBN0P21DC20150622
• The nonprofit Center for Internet Security (CIS)
reported a few years ago that 75 US airports were
impacted by an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)
attack, including two where the computer systems
were compromised. APT hackers are foreign groups
with the resources of a nation-state or other large
organization behind them. The CIS said it issued a
cyber alert to its members after identifying phishing
emails and certain kinds of suspicious network traffic.
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/06/airportforeign-cyberattack-108133
• In a 2015 report, the Government Accountability
Office (GAO) called for the Federal Aviation
Administration to develop “a more comprehensive
approach to address cybersecurity” as it embraces
next-generation technology. The GAO noted that the
aviation regulatory agency had adopted measures to
protect its air-traffic control system from cyber
intruders. However, it stated that “significant
security-control weaknesses remain that threaten the
agency’s ability to ensure the safe and uninterrupted
operation of the national airspace system.”
http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/669627.pdf

How can an airline create an effective
cybersecurity incident response plan?
Airlines have long had to deal with many
operational disruptions, such as unplanned aircraft
maintenance, adverse weather, business system
faults, and other unplanned events that cause
delays and cancellations. The need to address
issues that impede day-to-day operations can push
aside other types of threats, especially cyberrelated ones, which may appear at first glance to be
innocuous. However, even a relatively low-impact
attack may indicate a vulnerability that can lead to
a more serious and expansive intrusion.
A clear indication that incident response processes
are not working is that very few (or no) attacks are
detected. Highly mature, global organizations
should expect to see hundreds of successful (not
blocked at the firewall nor remediated by antivirus
software) low-impact attacks in a year and,
perhaps, dozens of more serious attacks annually.
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Define parameters and protocols
Many organizations are uncertain about how to define a cyber
incident, how to respond, and how to measure potential
impact. This creates a dangerous opening. If an enterprise fails
to mount an effective reaction to an incident, an intruder has
time to penetrate more deeply into the organization’s network
and cause greater harm. With detection time averaging 6-18
months, slow reaction has become a widespread problem.
Airlines are no different from other organizations: All cyber
incidents must be contained and mitigated as quickly as
possible. But not every incident requires a full-court press. It’s
essential to implement a framework for categorizing the severity
of an attack and its potential impact on the organization. IT and
cybersecurity professionals should develop a matrix that labels
attacks on a graduated scale such as high, medium, and low
impact. The matrix should specify financial exposure, number
and type of systems involved, and a clear plan for which
stakeholders, internally and externally, should be notified.
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For example, the matrix should define when the CIO must
be notified, or under what circumstances the legal team
must be notified. In that way, the right leadership will be
alerted at the right time and for the appropriate level of
risk. Often, this kind of clear protocol can prevent a small
problem from becoming much larger and ensure that large
problems get the attention they require as quickly and
efficiently as possible.
Not everyone in the organization needs to be made aware
of every incident. In fact, an effective incident response
process can limit the number of people involved. Different
triage protocols should be considered for major/minor
incidents, including notifying the appropriate business
units, enacting (or not) a crisis public relations strategy, and
coordinating notification efforts. Generally, the most severe
incidents should receive the widest coverage, which can
run counter to an organization’s tendency to de-emphasize
such incidents.
The vast majority of incidents tend to be of very low
severity. However, it’s essential for airlines to establish
regular metrics around these incidents. By identifying,
documenting, and analyzing low-risk vulnerabilities, senior
leaders may come to see that a particular intrusion type or
exploited vulnerability is actually having a broader
negative impact on the organization than previously
understood. Metrics help establish patterns that can be
more useful than just viewing incidents in isolation and
highlight new opportunities for improvement, cost savings,
and risk reduction.

“The vast majority of incidents tend to be of very low
severity. However, it’s essential for airlines to
establish regular metrics around these incidents.”
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Create response structures
Large organizations tend to have three distinct types of
incident response structures. One, the primary focus of IT
operations, involves information technology incidents,
where the breakdown of some portion of the IT eco-system
creates a potential business impact. The second structure is
centered on crisis management incident response to deal
with natural disasters or other events that can cause major
disruption. The third structure concerns cyber incident
response processes. These structures should work together
to ensure that all incidents are captured.
Some airlines use their IT operations incident framework
for cybersecurity incidents. However, IT operations cannot
adequately address the severity of a cyber incident because
it focuses on glitches in IT systems. In a cyber incident, all
IT systems could be functioning while millions of customer
records are being exfiltrated for further exploitation. For
that reason, it’s important to develop an incident severity
matrix/framework that takes into account the possibility
that standard IT processes may appear to be operating
normally although an attack is in progress.

Establish regional capabilities
For airlines that have a global footprint, allocating and
integrating resources from global geographic regions is an
important part of the cybersecurity incident response plan.
It’s unrealistic to expect a team in the US to fully counter a
threat in Asia. In many cases, criminal groups wait to
launch their most devastating attacks when an organization
has the fewest people available to deal with it; or when they
have the greatest chance of blending in with business-asusual operations. With timeliness often a critical factor in
incident response protocols, airlines should incorporate
regional capabilities to deal with incidents promptly.
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When an incident occurs, a single leader should be appointed
from one of the three core groups to serve as the focal point
of the response. Generally, in highly mature organizations,
information security is the first to recognize an incident and
leads the initial response. If the immediate technical impact
is quickly mitigated, continuing activities may focus on
legal liability. At that point, leadership is likely to shift from
information security to legal. That shift should be explicitly
noted by the larger team, so that the role of leader is always
clear to those involved. The lack of a single leader can lead
to confusion, delay, and disconnected communications
among team members, resulting in increased risk.

Information
Security &
Incident
Response Leader
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Successful cyberattacks are not just an IT problem, they are a
business problem that requires a holistic corporate response.
Three of the most common stakeholder groups in an incident
response plan include information or cyber security, legal,
and corporate communications. While there can be
additional groups involved in an incident response plan,
any serious plan has to involve strong, focused participation
from a core team. A best practice is to form a working group
with permanent representatives from these three groups
who are responsible for creating, reviewing, updating, and
incorporating lessons learned from cyber incidents.

Cybersecurity working group
Permanent representatives of the “three-legged stool”

Re

Develop the three-legged stool
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Adequately fund and staff
There is often a large level of investment in prevention
activities and technology, but considerably less in detection
and response. As a result, these functions are often under
staffed, or staffed without the appropriate skill sets. Large
organizations should create at least one position dedicated
to incident response who has the requisite talent and
experience. This is a particularly critical role in the airline
industry, given the various threat vectors an attacker can
take, and the potentially high stakes of an incident.
Even with a dedicated incident response role, organizations
generally have to rely on third-party retainer services for
specialized capabilities, such as cyber forensics and breach
investigation support. These third-parties need to be
integrated into an organization’s cyber program to ensure
that, as third-party resources change, new team members
are familiar with the organization’s history and practices.

“…create at least one position dedicated to incident
response… This is a particularly critical role in the
airline industry, given the potentially high stakes
of an incident.”

Simulate and practice
Airlines can use simulation exercises to help them prepare
for cyber incidents by walking through plans and
procedures. These exercises can serve as part of a broader
strategy for practicing how to move swiftly and effectively
in response to an attack. Typical simulations include
working through the severity matrix (minor, serious, and
major incidents) and proper notifications; collecting
forensic data to help determine the nature of the event;
coordinating communications, including the groups that
are part of the three-legged stool; and discussing backup
plans and restoring actions.
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Capture lessons learned…
and apply them
Once an incident is dealt with, the natural tendency is to
move on by the organization. But leading organizations
have a structured lessons-learned process that allows them
time to review and update protocols and tactics: What went
well? What didn’t? How can efforts be improved? What
specific actions should be taken and by whom? The answers
to these questions help strengthen prevention strategies
and lead to an improvement in airline cybersecurity.
To illustrate this further, consider that cybersecurity was
not a concern when airline legacy systems were established.
As a result, these core business systems can present
significant vulnerabilities; many possess high-value data,
but do not have the safeguards in place to defend against
modern threat techniques and technologies. But as legacy
systems are upgraded or replaced, airlines can
simultaneously incorporate new security measures.
As airlines become increasingly connected across internal
operations and with their supply chains, creating a more
open environment, it increases the probability that
information will be compromised. If that occurs, an airline
has to look for points of possible entry and close the
loopholes—actions that are increasingly hard to do as
system architectures integrate more and more new
technologies and systems with existing legacy mainframes
that are too entrenched to replace. Not only can these
disparate systems be attacked, but the integration points
themselves create other vulnerabilities.
To close the loopholes, airlines must “capture” and then
“apply” learnings. Often, “apply” is much more difficult to
execute than “capture.” One way to deal with this problem
is to incorporate learnings into a metrics program. By
tracking and implementing specific improvements
identified during lessons-learned, an airline can build a
body of knowledge to help it deal with the next incident.
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Report threats
While airlines are primarily concerned with their own
security, they recognize they are part of a larger aviation
ecosystem. This community can play a critical role in
providing a countervailing force against organized cyber
hacking. If an attack is successful in penetrating one airline,
the same kind of attack is likely to be used (or is
simultaneously being used) against other airlines.
The aviation industry has an organization dedicated to the
sharing of threat information and response and recovery
coordination known as A-ISAC (Aviation Information
Sharing and Analysis Center). The ISAC network was
established by the US government to help support and
protect private-sector organizations that are part of the
country’s critical infrastructure. In an ISAC, members can
share information anonymously for the mutual benefit of
their industry. This proactive sharing helps airlines
understand the current threat environment and identify
and respond to attacks.
To date, the majority of threats to the airline industry have
focused on obtaining customer data. However, airlines have
also been subject to attacks on corporate information, physical
systems, and operational disruption. According to an official at
the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), aviation systems
were subject to approximately 1,000 attacks each month.*
Ransomware attacks are becoming much more frequent.
Criminal organizations are placing an enormous burden on
all legitimate businesses competing in the global
environment. With the increasing and expanding threats to
airlines and aviation, a key way to blunt their effectiveness
is to share information with other members of the industry,
forming a collective mechanism for self-defense.

Conclusion
This four-part series outlines leading industry practices to
deal with the cybersecurity challenges airlines face today.
The pace at which cybercrime has grown is a substantial
issue, and it threatens the success of all global and regional
airlines. In response, airlines need to address cyber threats
not just as a technology problem, but as a business problem.
To do otherwise is to minimize an organization’s ability to
react quickly and effectively to cyber attacks. Airlines must
dedicate the same kinds of leadership, drive, strategy, and
investment to cybersecurity as they do to run their other
business operations.

* Fox, L. (2016) “Cyber security moves up the airline agenda as threats are no longer an if.” TNooz, 4 July 2016.

Cyber readiness
As discussed in our four-part series,
Aviation Perspectives: Cybersecurity
and the airline industry, the measures
taken to prevent, detect, and react to
cyber threats will need to evolve over
time. Increasingly, savvy adversaries and
changing organizational dynamics make it
essential for airline executives to continually
reassess their cyber plans, while ensuring
a readiness to execute when it counts.
A vast number of resources and tools are
available to support airline executives
throughout this process. Following are
just a few to consider:
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Cyber website: Our cybersecurity
website for airlines (www.pwc.com/us/
airlines-cybersecurity) allows you to
download all four reports in this airline
cyber series and provides access to
other insightful information.
PwC & Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
cybersecurity hub, “Broader
Perspectives”: Insights and
perspectives on the latest cybersecurity
and privacy trends are also shared on
Broader Perspectives—PwC’s
cybersecurity and privacy hub that is
hosted on the wsj.com. The hub curates
articles on the most significant cyber-

related issues, covering everything from
geopolitical topics to breaches
and vulnerabilities.
Cyber threat simulations: PwC’s Game
of Threats™ simulates the experience
that executives go through in the midst
of a cyber breach. The app challenges
players in a head-to-head digital game to
make quick, high-impact decisions from
company and threat-actor perspectives.
Players walk away with a better
understanding of the steps necessary to
effectively defend against a cyber attack.
For more information, read the blog:
“Ready to play game of threats?”
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